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 Based on LJ Smith’s novels of the same name, 
The Vampire Diaries follows Elena, a young 
heroine, who is the object of passion for two 
vampire brothers.

 As the junior year begins, Elena and her 
friends are fascinated by a handsome and 
mysterious new student, Stefan Salvatore.

 Stefan and Elena are immediately drawn to 
one another, and Elena has no way of knowing 
that Stefan is a centuries-old vampire, 
struggling to live peacefully among humans, 
while his brother Damon is the embodiment of 
vampire violence and brutality



 The premiere of The Vampire Diaries resulted in 
the highest number of viewers on CW network 
history
 First season averaged 3.60 million viewers

 27,157 results of Vampire Diaries inspired fan art 
on DeviantArt.com

 19, 305 results on fanfiction.net
 366,000 results on Youtube.com
 465 community results on Livejournal.com
 144,000,000 results on Google search engine
 13,922,755 follow the official Facebook page of 

the show



 3 main factors:
 Timing
 The show premiered during the vampire craze created 

by the Twilight Phenomenon

 Sex Appeal
 The show uses overt sexuality to hook the audience
 “Catch VD” - the commercials suggest

 Fandom Polarization
 Conflict is created within fandom which in turn fuels 

the fandom
 The love affair between Stefan, Elena, and Damon



Without Twilight, 
The Vampire 
Diaries Would Not 
Exist!



Stephanie Meyer’s star crossed romance 
between and ordinary teenage girl, Bella 
Swan, and a mysterious brooding vampire, 
Edward Cullen, resurrected the undead in 
contemporary culture
 Turning vampires into the rock stars of the 

post millennial generation.
 a simple fandom became a subculture



• Subcultures

 Paul Hodkinson
 four indicators of a subculture: consistent distinctiveness, shared identity, commitment, and 

autonomy. 
 Collective distinctiveness = diverse female audience, unites women of different age , race, 

personality (shy girls and popular girls)
 Shared identity = all obsessed with Edward Cullen
 Commitment and autonomy= merchandise, music, fan art, faction, ect all created by fans for 

fans

 Dick Hebdige
 a subculture is representative of an unnatural break, a disorderly rupture from the social and 

aesthetic conventions of the dominant, mainstream society (Hebdige 587). 
 Must have common language and common identity created through core ideology and brociolage

 Twilight and subcultures

 Cult of Edward Cullen = core ideology of twilight (homology), represented by apple insignia (bricolage)
 the appeal of Twilight is the appeal of Edward, the appeal of the ideal man

 He’s good at everything and will sacrifice everything for the woman he loves

 He doesn’t take sexual advantage of Bella, despite her desire for him
 Edward is main vehicle through which the twilight phenomenon redefines sexuality

 tainted by aesthetic vanity
 The emphasis on Edwards appearance, his perfection, reflect society’s obsession with a 

rigid standard of beauty



Elena in the show is changed to look 
more like Bella Stefan Resembles Edward



Twilight Vampire Diaries



 Every Subculture is eventually absorbed into 
mainstream society
 Subversive element stripped away 
 When Twilight phenomenon was absorbed, the 

conservative themes were removed 
 The vampire diaries = imitated by-product of 

vampire craze started by twilight
 Interestingly enough the vampire diaries adds 

substance 
 Succeeding where twilight falls short: 

characterization



As demonstrated by the ET 
Weekly Cover, the female 
viewers identify with Elena, who 
is the only one looking at the 
viewer and thus are pulled into 
the love triangle – the main hook 
of the series.

 Encouraging viewers to  
want to be Elena so that 
they can be caught between 
Stefan and Damon Salvatore
 Similar to how the 

twilight series positions 
the reader to insert 
themselves as Bella so 
that they can fall in love 
with Edward





Conflict is created within fandom which 
in turn fuels the fandom
 Encouraged by network 
 Ex) who will end up with Elena – Stefan or Damon

 Modeled after fan behavior supporting Edward vs. 
Jacob

Fans of one pair become hostile to fans of 
the other pair
 Increases merchandise profits 
 Fans buy merchandise to show support for their “ship”



 The X-Files

 Because this show coincided with the emerging internet age, the x-files was one of the first 
television shows to have an online fandom

 MSR aka Mulder Scully Relationship
 largely prevalent amongst adults as the show’s target audience ranged from 25- 48
 Romance between the two leads was largely off screen

 marks the beginning of shipping as we know it today

 Xena: Warrior Princess

 Pairing of Xena/Gabrielle  vs.  Xena/Ares
 Led to was has been termed by scholars as “shipping wars” due to the debate surrounding  gay 

rights
 the show ended with female pair’s kiss
 One of the first shows where fan shipping was credited to influence the show’s narrative

 Buffy The Vampire Slayer

 Buffy/ Angel (Bangel) and Buffy/ Spike (Spuffy)

 One of the first shows, where online fandom “shipping” was geared toward the adolescent 
audience

 Twilight

 Changed the phenomena of shipping entirely
 Created a climatic romantic decision between the two male leads and the female protagonist
 Results in a polarized fandom where each side describes their preferred choice as a "team"



Twilight The Vampire Diaries
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